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[1] Vibrationally excited N2 is important in determining the ionospheric electron density
and has also been proposed to play a role in the production of NO in disturbed
atmospheres. We report here predictions of the absolute vibrational distributions in the
ground electronic state of N2 produced by electron impact excitation, at noon and
midnight under quiet geomagnetic conditions and disturbed conditions corresponding to
the aurora IBCII+ and IBCIII+ at 60N latitude and 0 longitude, at altitudes between 130
and 350 km. These predictions were obtained from a model which includes thermal
excitation and direct electron impact excitation of the vibrational levels of the N2 ground
state and its excited electronic states; radiative cascade from all excited electronic states to
all vibrational levels of the ground electronic state; quenching by O, O2, and N2; molecular
and ambipolar diffusion; and the dominant chemical reactions. Results from this study
show that for both aurora and daytime electron environments: (1) cascade from the higher
electronic states of N2 determines the population of the higher vibrational levels in the
N2 ground state and (2) the effective ground state vibrational temperature for levels greater
than 4 in N2 is predicted to be in the range 4000–13000 K for altitudes greater than
200 km. Correspondingly, the associated enhancement factor for the O+ reaction with
vibrationally excited N2 to produce NO
+ is predicted to increase with increasing
altitude (up to a maximum at a height which increases with auroral strength) for both
aurora and daytime environments and to increase with increasing auroral strength. The
contribution of the cascade from the excited electronic states was evaluated and found
to be relatively minor compared to the direct excitation process.
Citation: Campbell, L., D. C. Cartwright, M. J. Brunger, and P. J. O. Teubner (2006), Role of electronic excited N2 in vibrational
excitation of the N2 ground state at high latitudes, J. Geophys. Res., 111, A09317, doi:10.1029/2005JA011292.
1. Introduction
[2] There has been considerable research in the past 30 years
on both the production and loss of vibrationally excited N2 in the
thermosphere and its role in ionospheric processes. Excitation
and deexcitation of ground state levels of N2 can occur through
thermal processes, direct electron impact, cascade from excited
states and chemical reactions. The elevated vibrational temper-
ature increases the contribution of N2 to ionospheric processes,
including reduction of the electron density, formation of high-
latitude electron density troughs and NO production.
[3] The N2 vibrational temperature cannot be measured
directly in the thermosphere but at least four attempts have
been made, with conflicting conclusions, to extract a
temperature value by analysis of various thermospheric
data. Kummler and Bortner [1972] concluded, based on
calculations using models based on species diffusion and
measured positive ion concentrations, that the N2 vibrational
temperature is elevated above the kinetic temperature for the
lower thermosphere under quiescent conditions. Although
they did not include electron impact excitation of N2,
Kummler and Bortner summarized the major mechanisms
for producing vibrational excitation in N2. In a well con-
ceived experiment, O’Neil et al. [1974] launched a rocket
into an IBC Class II aurora for the purpose of measuring the
vibrational population distribution of the N2[X
1Sg
+] state in
the altitude range 100–200 km (see Vallance Jones [1974]
for a definition of the IBC auroral index and its relationship
to other magnetic disturbance indices). Relative intensities
of selected First Negative bands originating from vibrational
levels 0, 1, and 2 of the upper electronic state of N2
+ were
combined with a model for the direct electron impact
excitation process from ground state N2 to infer the initial
vibrational population of the N2 ground electronic state.
O’Neil et al. concluded that the relative population of
N2[X(
00 = 1)] ‘‘was not recognizably greater than that
based on model atmospheric temperatures’’ but that the
relative population of N2[X(
00 = 2)] was anomalously large.
Eleven years later, Vlaskov and Henriksen [1985] reported
results (from an analysis of ground based emission data
from day and night side aurora) based on the same excita-
tion model for N2
+ as used by O’Neil et al. [1974] and
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relative intensities of the N2
+ 1st negative band system. The
height of the dayside aurora was assumed to be 150 km and
that for the night side aurora 350 km. From their data, they
concluded that the effective vibrational temperature on the
night side was 500 K greater, and that on the dayside 1000 K
greater, than the local kinetic temperature. Most recently,
Kawashima et al. [1997] reported preliminary results on the
inferred N2 vibrational temperatures obtained by a sounding
rocket into the lower thermosphere (100–160 km) under
mildly disturbed conditions (F10.7 = 68, Kp = 4). They
inferred a vibrational temperature which agreed with the
results inferred by O’Neil et al. [1974] and was consistent
with the analysis of ion data used by Kummler and Bortner
[1972].
[4] From a historical perspective, Walker [1968] and
Walker et al. [1969] appear to be among the first to report
a detailed examination of the production and loss of vibra-
tionally excited N2 in the normal thermosphere. Walker et
al. established that because of its long lifetime, the major
loss processes of vibrationally excited N2 (N2*) are down-
ward diffusion above 260 km, stepwise single quantum
relaxation by VV (vibration-to-vibration) exchange below
260 km, and energy transfer to CO2 below 125 km. In their
model, Walker et al. [1969] did not consider production of
N2* by thermal electrons or loss by O atom deactivation
(both of which were subsequently shown to be important)
and estimated the peak N2 vibrational temperature to be
between 1800 and 3600 K at 300 km.
[5] Schunk and Hays [1971] assumed production of
vibrational quanta by only nonthermal electron sources
(i.e., photo and auroral electrons), neglected diffusion,
assumed a harmonic N2 molecule, and examined the time
dependence of both the vibrational excitation and O+ charge
exchange processes. They determined that the N2* distribu-
tion is non-Boltzmann with the lower levels underpopulated
and the upper levels overpopulated. They also predicted that
at altitudes greater than 200 km, the O+ charge exchange
rate with N2* is 50% greater than that for a Boltzmann
vibrational distribution.
[6] Varnum [1972] extended the work by Walker et al.
[1969] and Kummler and Bortner [1972] on the production
of N2* in the normal thermosphere under solar minimum
conditions, by expanding the model to include excitation
and deexcitation by thermal electrons and also examined N2*
formation under solar maximum conditions. Varnum’s
results confirmed the findings of both Walker et al. [1969]
and Kummler and Bortner [1972] that at 300 km, the
maximum temperature for low solar activity is about
1800 K and that for high solar activity about 3000 K.
This work by Varnum, and an independent (but simulta-
neous) one by Vlasov [1972], appear to have been the
first to establish the importance of thermal electrons in
determining the vibrational population of N2.
[7] In a definitive work on the role of vibrationally
excited N2 in stable auroral red (SAR) arcs, Newton et al.
[1974] reported (1) that the N2* vibrational distribution
deviated substantially from a Boltzmann distribution and
(2) that O+ charge exchange with N2* is enhanced by a factor
of 7.6 at F2 region altitudes. Newton et al. solved the
continuity equation for the first six vibrational levels of N2,
assuming production of N2* by thermal electrons, collisions
with O atoms, VV exchange between N2 molecules, and
transitions only between neighboring vibrational levels (i.e.,
that the harmonic oscillator approximation is valid for N2).
Newton et al. appear to have been the first to include the
(then recently discovered [Breig et al., 1973]) quenching of
N2* by O atoms as the major loss process for altitudes in the
120–300 km range, in addition to those loss processes
reported by Walker et al. [1969]. They were frequently cited
in subsequent papers because they included (in an appen-
dix) a tabulation of the production and loss rates for the first
six vibrational levels of N2, as a function of the electron
temperature. Walker et al. also confirmed the result of
Varnum [1972] as to the importance of thermal electrons
in producing N2* and the earlier prediction that the density of
vibrationally excited N2 increases with altitude.
[8] In 1978 and 1979, two independent modeling studies
[Vlasov et al., 1978; Waite et al., 1979] were performed
which led the respective authors to conclude that the N2
vibrational distributions formed in both the midlatitude
and high-latitude disturbed (IBC Class II and III aurora)
E region were Boltzmann at the local temperature rather than
significantly enhanced. This conclusion, which contradicted
earlier conclusions for the same environments, appears
to have been based on excitation models which are too
simplified to adequately model the excitation process. In a
subsequent study, Vlasov and Izakova [1980] reported that
an enhanced N2 vibrational distribution was responsible for
the seasonal behavior in the peak of the F region electron
density. They predicted a decrease in electron density in the
F peak by a factor of 2 due to an increase in the rate
coefficient of the reaction of O+ with N2* in summer at
middle latitudes, which explained the winter anomaly.
[9] Beginning in the late 1970s, the availability of year-
round satellite data on the particle composition of the
ionosphere motivated researchers to use more comprehen-
sive computer models to determine if N2 is indeed vibra-
tionally excited at some altitudes under certain conditions.
Guided by satellite data, Torr et al. [1980] concluded that
one of the three causes for the F region ‘‘winter anomaly’’
was the enhanced charge exchange reaction of O+ due to the
presence of vibrationally excited N2. Richards et al. [1986]
and Richards and Torr [1986] showed that under certain
circumstances, N2* could play a central role in determining
both the temperature and density of ionospheric electrons.
Richards et al. [1986] showed that depending on the values
chosen for the relative magnitudes of the N2* and O atom
cooling rates, cooling of thermal electrons by N2* may be the
dominant cooling mechanism. In addition, Richards et al.
[1986] appear to be the first to identify that electron impact
excitation of N2 triplet electronic states, eventually resulting
in radiative cascade from the A state into vibrational levels
of the N2 ground state, could be a major source of N2
vibrational quanta in the normal ionosphere and could be
the dominant mechanism for producing vibrationally excited
N2 in the aurora.
[10] Richards and Torr [1986] showed that enhancement
of the O+ charge exchange by N2* in summer at solar
maximum could be sufficient to reduce the O+ density by
a factor of two. They also defined a useful parameter called
the ‘‘enhancement factor’’, used later in this work, to
characterize the overall charge exchange reaction of O+
with vibrationally excited N2 relative to that for N2 in the
lowest vibrational level. Results from these earlier studies
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will be compared, in detail, with those from the present
work in section 4.2.
[11] Rodger et al. [1992] reviewed the progress that had
been made in describing the phenology and morphology of
midlatitude troughs (i.e., reduced electron density) and
provided a summary of the characteristics associated with
high-latitude troughs. They reported that midlatitude
troughs are usually a feature of the night side ionosphere
and that high-latitude troughs, occurring within the auroral
oval, are associated with regions of electron precipitation
and relatively strong electric fields. In addition, there is
usually a higher-than-normal concentration of NO+ in
troughs where the E field is strong and, in some cases,
the electron and ion temperatures are greater than normal.
Rodger et al. identified the need to characterize those
regions and conditions where vibrationally excited N2
(N2*) and O2 (O2*) are formed in the ionosphere and clarify
their relative roles in trough formation.
[12] During the past 10 years, a number of authors have
made significant contributions to the understanding of the
production and loss of vibrationally excited nitrogen (N2*) in
the thermosphere as well as the role this metastable species
might play in determining thermospheric properties
through the use of increasingly sophisticated computer
models. A brief summary of the models used and results
obtained, from the published literature, is given here for
completeness.
[13] In a series of papers, Ennis, Bailey, Moffett and
coworkers have used the Sheffield University plasmasphere
ionosphere model (SUPIM) to examine the dependence of
N2* on the season and solar cycle [Ennis et al., 1995]; the
effect of N2* on the low-latitude ionosphere [Jenkins et al.,
1997]; and subauroral ion drift (SAID) events [Moffett et
al., 1998]. Ennis et al. [1995] assumed a Boltzmann
distribution of quanta, neglected photoelectron excitation,
assumed that the high-energy tail of the thermal electron
distribution was the major source of vibrational excitation of
N2 (i.e., no cascade from higher electronic states or excita-
tion by photoelectrons), included only the lowest six vibra-
tional levels of N2, and assumed that quenching by O atoms
and charge exchange with O+ were the only loss processes
for N2*. Their results confirmed the earlier findings of
Richards and Torr [1986] that vibrationally excited N2 is
important at solar maximum. More specifically, Ennis et al.
[1995] found that at 300 km in the summer at high solar
activity, 9% of N2 is in 00 = 1 and 5% in 00 > 1, and
for low solar activity, 80% or less of all the vibrationally
excited N2 molecules are in 
00 = 1. In their model,
production of N2* is driven by the electron temperature
and there is a positive feedback mechanism between the
local electron temperature and the excited vibrational
population.
[14] Jenkins et al. [1997] extended the model used in the
Ennis et al. [1995] study to investigate the effects of
vibrationally excited N2 on the low-latitude ionosphere.
They found that the production of N2* increases with
increasing electron density and electron temperature and,
in contrast to the situation at midlatitudes, N2* significantly
reduces the electron density in all seasons. They concluded
that N2* can have a significant effect on the low-latitude
ionosphere and, if present in the equatorial trough, N2* could
cause reduction of the electron density to two thirds of its
value without N2* present.
[15] In another application of the SUPIM model, Moffett
et al. [1998] examined the parameters which could affect
the electron temperatures during rapid SAID events. As was
the case in the two previous studies, Moffett et al. found that
N2* plays a role in determining both the electron density and
temperature of the trough within a SAID event because of
enhanced charge exchange with O+.
[16] In two detailed papers, Vlasov and Smirnova [1995a,
1995b] examined the effect of vibrational anharmonicity in
the N2 ground state on both the vibrational kinetics and the
O+ charge exchange with N2*. In their first paper on the
vibrational distribution established in N2 in the thermo-
sphere for conditions of low and high solar activity, Vlasov
and Smirnova [1995a] predicted distributions which devi-
ated substantially from a Boltzmann distribution. Specifi-
cally, they found that for fixed solar activity the deviation
(1) decreased with increasing altitude and (2) at fixed
altitude, the deviation decreased with increasing solar
activity. Vlasov and Smirnova [1995b] found that incorpo-
ration of anharmonicity in the N2 ground state resulted in a
significant increase in the rate constant for O+ charge
exchange with N2*. Results from these earlier studies will
also be compared with those from the present work in
section 5.2.
[17] Pavlov and coworkers have been prolific contribu-
tors to the knowledge base on both the production of N2*
and the effect of this species on the structure and dynamics
of the ionosphere [Pavlov and Namgaladze, 1988; Pavlov,
1993; Pavlov and Buonsanto, 1996; Pavlov, 1998a, 1998b;
Pavlov and Oyama, 2000; Pavlov et al., 2000]. However, it
appears that the model used by Pavlov and coworkers
treated only direct excitation and neglected the effects of
radiative cascade from higher N2 electronic states. None-
theless, because of the recognized importance of direct
electron excitation in the production of vibrationally excited
N2, Pavlov [1998b] reported a thorough and useful reeval-
uation of the relevant excitation cross sections since the
work reported by Stubbe and Varnum [1972] and by Newton
et al. [1974] and also provided tables of coefficients for the
temperature dependence of the Maxwell-averaged excita-
tion rates based on updated cross sections. The excitation
cross sections used in this study have been revised since the
work on this subject by Pavlov [1998b] and are from the
recommended new set of excitation cross sections reported
by Campbell et al. [2004].
[18] Vlasov and Kelley [2003] have reported results from
a model to explain the formation of high-latitude electron
density troughs under the conditions of strong magnetic
activity and low average-energy precipitating electrons. The
essence of their model is that vibrationally excited N2 is
produced poleward of the observed density trough (at
altitudes above 150 km) and, because of the relatively long
lifetime for N2* and southward convection, N2* is transported
to the south where there is no electron precipitation. The
resulting enhanced charge exchange reaction with O+ to
form NO+, the fact there is no local electron precipitation to
maintain ion formation, and the rapid recombination of
NO+, results in the observed electron density trough.
Results from their model appear to better explain the time
dependence of trough formation observed on 20 April 1985
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than previous models. In applying their model, Vlasov and
Kelley used the enhanced reaction rate coefficients for the
O+ charge exchange reaction from Vlasov and Smirnova
[1995b, 1997] and a model for the vibrational kinetics from
Vlasov and Smirnova [1995a]. We will compare our pre-
dictions with certain of the results predicted by the Vlasov
and Smirnova models in section 5.2.
[19] In addition to its known effect on the electron
density, vibrationally excited N2 has also been postulated
to enhance the formation of NO, in the disturbed polar
thermosphere, as a result of the exothermic chemical reac-
tion of O atoms with vibrational levels >11 in the ground
electronic state of molecular nitrogen [Gordiyets, 1977;
Rusanov et al., 1981], and with the metastable A3Su
+ state
[Swider, 1976; Reidy et al., 1982]. In pursuit of this concept,
a variety of field-induced and plasma interactions have been
evaluated as mechanisms to increase the effective vibrational
temperature of N2 in the polar thermosphere and, thereby,
produce the observed enhanced NO density in the disturbed
thermosphere [Vlasov et al., 1980; Zhdanok and Telegin,
1983; Mishin and Telegin, 1989]. These postulated mecha-
nisms of NO formation are included in our model, and their
contribution to the NO density will be specifically consid-
ered in a companion paper to the present study (L. Campbell
et al., The role of excited N2 in the production of nitric
oxide, manuscript in preparation, 2006).
[20] Although a number of different excitation and envi-
ronment models have been evaluated for producing an
enchanced N2 vibrational population (see, e.g., Pavlov
and Buonsanto [1996] for a review of these models), it
appears that no analysis of the electron impact produced
vibrational distribution of N2 has been reported which treats
self-consistently both the excited electronic states and the
vibrational levels of the N2 ground state. More specifically,
except for the work by Richards et al. [1986], previous
researchers on this topic have used models in which the N2
vibrational population is produced only by thermal excita-
tion and/or direct electron impact from the N2[X(
00 = 0)]
initial state to higher 00 levels. This paper reports results
from an expanded excitation model for N2 in which the
excited electronic vibrational states and vibrational levels of
the ground state are treated self-consistently. More specif-
ically, this paper reports an analysis of the thermal and
electron impact production of vibrationally excited N2, at
altitudes between 130 and 450 km, for undisturbed day and
night conditions, and for aurora of intensity IBC Class II+
and III+ (where it is assumed that the ‘‘+’’ superscript
denotes 4 times the intensity for the same class aurora with
no superscript).
[21] The goal of this work is to predict the absolute
vibrational distributions in the ground electronic state of
N2 produced by electron impact excitation, at noon and
midnight under quiet geomagnetic conditions and disturbed
conditions corresponding to the aurora IBC II+ and IBC III+
at 60 N latitude and 0 longitude, at altitudes between 130
and 350 km. A subsidiary goal is to examine the associated
enhancement factor for the O+ reaction with vibrationally
excited N2 to produce NO
+ for both aurora and daytime
environments, with increasing auroral strength.
[22] In section 2 we review the mechanisms for produc-
tion and loss of vibrationally excited N2. Section 3 presents
the details of the method of calculation and the model of
electron flux spectra used for this study. In section 4,
calculated results of the model are presented, including
production rates, populations and temperatures of vibration-
ally excited nitrogen. Some comparisons are made with
previous work. In section 5 the vibrational distributions
predicted by our expanded model are then used to estimate
the associated enhancement of the O+ charge transfer
reaction rate.
2. Mechanisms for Production and Loss of
Vibrationally Excited N2
2.1. Direct Electron Impact Excitation
[23] The first measurements of the cross sections for
electron impact vibrational excitation of N2 were made by
Schulz [1964, 1976]. All experimental and theoretical data
for direct electron impact excitation of vibrational quanta
in the ground electronic state of N2[X
1Sg
+] reported since
the work by Trajmar et al. [1983] were recently reviewed
by Brunger and Buckman [2002]. On the basis of this
review, Campbell et al. [2004] recommended an improved
set of integral cross sections for describing direct electron
impact excitation of the vibrational levels in N2[X(
00 = 0)].
Campbell et al. also reported electron energy transfer rates
for this recommended set of cross sections for a Maxwel-
lian distribution of electrons characterized by a range of
electron temperatures appropriate for the Earth’s thermo-
sphere. The direct excitation cross sections suggested by
Campbell et al. [2004] were used in this study to treat
direct electron impact excitation of the vibrational levels
from N2[X(
00 = 0)] (The energy transfer rates were not
used here as they are specific to a thermal electron
distribution and not appropriate for the non-Maxwellian
distributions of photo and auroral electrons. Rather the full
calculation of the integrated product of cross section and
flux as a function of energy is used.).
2.2. Cascade From the Higher Electronic States of N2
[24] In their modeling of the ionospheric electron density,
Richards et al. [1986] recognized the potential importance
of cascade from the N2[A
3Su
+] electronic state in determin-
ing the vibrational population of the higher vibrational
levels of the N2[X] state. Although Richards et al. concluded
that a quantitative study of the A–X cascade effect was
outside the scope of their investigation, they did estimate
the magnitude of the A–X cascade and concluded that it
could be important. To our knowledge, no results have been
reported from a quantitative assessment of the effect of
radiative cascade in determining the vibrational population
of the N2 ground state. This work, which self-consistently
treats thermal, direct, and cascade contributions to the
N2[X] state vibrational distribution is an attempt to remove
that deficiency, as follows.
[25] Radiative cascade contributions to the N2[X] state
vibrational distribution from higher electronic states can
now be calculated reasonably accurately using the equations
of statistical equilibrium for N2 in an electron environment.
The statistical equilibrium model has been used for predicting
and interpreting auroral [Cartwright, 1978; Morrill and
Benesch, 1996; Cartwright et al., 2000] and dayglow
[Broadfoot et al., 1997; Morrill et al., 1998; Eastes, 2000]
excitation of atoms and molecules. The statistical equilibrium
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model works well for determining populations in the excited
electronic states of N2 because these states are not directly
populated by VV and VT transitions or chemical reactions.
[26] As will be shown quantitatively, radiative cascade
from higher electronic states is the mechanism which
determines the vibrational population in the middle and
high vibrational levels of the N2[X] state (i.e., 
00 > 4). This
important property can be understood qualitatively by
noting that all N2 excited electronic states which radiate,
except the energetically high-lying Rydberg state c01Su
+,
have equilibrium internuclear separations which are larger
than that for the N2[X] state. This means that radiative
cascade (or quenching) into the X state from excited N2
electronic states generally favors population of vibrational
levels greater than 1 in the X state (see Lofthus and
Krupenie [1977, Table 83, pp. 256, 262] for Franck Condon
arrays for the A–X and a–X transitions). This general
characteristic of the N2 excited electronic states can also
be recognized from the shapes, and relative locations of the
minima, of the potential energy curves shown in Figure 1.
The reason that radiative cascade is important in determin-
ing the vibrational population of the X state, as recognized
by Richards et al. [1986], is that all the energy deposited in
the triplet excited vibronic (i.e., vibrational electronic) states
in N2 eventually collects in the vibrational levels of the
A3Su
+ state. Hence, when the A3Su
+ state radiates (producing
the Vegard-Kaplan bands), it preferentially populates the
higher vibrational levels of the X state because the average
internuclear separation in the A state is substantially larger
than that in the ground state (see Figure 1).
[27] A potential exception to this characteristic of the
excited states of N2 are the high-lying singlet states which
are not shown in Figure 1 but are similar in energy and
shape to the C and E states given in Figure 1. These excited
Rydberg states have internuclear separations close to that
for the X state and would populate the lowest vibrational
levels of the X state if they radiatively decay. However, on
the basis of an experimental study, Cosby [1993] showed
that all the high-lying singlet Rydberg states of N2 except
the c01Su
+ state dissociate into atomic fragments before they
radiate. As a consequence of these results from Cosby
[1993], we believe that the valence singlet and triplet
excited states plus the c01Su
+ Rydberg state account for all
the electronic states of N2 which populate the vibrational
levels of the X state by radiative cascade. Thus these were
the excited electronic states used in this study of the cascade
contribution to the population of the vibrational levels of N2
in the thermosphere.
2.3. Collisional Mechanisms
[28] The effect of chemical reaction and energy transfer
mechanisms [e.g., energy transfer from O(1D)] has been
modeled extensively [e.g., Walker et al., 1969; Vlasov,
1972; Newton et al., 1974; Richards et al., 1986; Richards
and Torr, 1986; Pavlov, 1993; Vlasov and Smirnova,
1995a]. This study includes the production of N2* by the
reaction between N(4S) atoms and NO, the loss due to the
reaction of O atoms with N2* to form NO, and the redistri-
bution between N2* levels due to VT and VV transitions and
collisions with O atoms, as detailed below.
2.4. Molecular Diffusion
[29] Because of the relatively long lifetime of N2*, it is
necessary to account for molecular diffusion, which causes
a net movement of N2* downward. This is implemented by
application of the equations given by Kolesnik [1982], but
using the diffusion coefficient specified by Jenkins et al.
[1997].
3. Details of the Model Used in This Study
3.1. Main Processes and Method of Calculation
[30] Many physical and chemical processes involving the
N2 molecule in its ground and excited states have been
thoroughly studied. For example, the electron impact exci-
tation cross sections [Campbell et al., 2001; Brunger and
Buckman, 2002], radiative transition probabilities [Gilmore
et al., 1992], and quenching rates [e.g., Herron, 1999;
Strickland et al., 1999] are now all relatively well known
(that is, compared to O2 and NO). Therefore, once the
details of the electron environment (i.e., the local electron
energy distribution) are specified, the equations for statisti-
cal equilibrium can be solved to predict the N2 ground state
vibrational distribution produced directly or indirectly (i.e.,
cascade) by electron impact excitation. However, a self-
consistent treatment of all electron impact processes in N2
which affect the excited N2 vibrational levels requires that
excitation and deexcitation from the excited vibrational
levels (i.e., 00 > 0) also be included as well as excitation
from the lowest vibrational level (i.e., 00 = 0) of the X state.
The cross sections for excited-to-excited transitions between
the vibrational levels of ground state N2, required for a self-
Figure 1. A simplified version of the potential energy
curves for N2, as a function of the internuclear distance,
taken from Gilmore [1965]. Note the larger internuclear
separations of the valence excited states relative to that for
the ground state. The E and C excited states above 11 eVare
typical Rydberg states (see main text).
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consistent analysis, are known only approximately. These
transitions were included in the equations solved in this
study by incorporating the recent cross sections reported by
Campbell et al. [2004]. The basic statistical equilibrium
model used in this study is similar to that reported earlier
[Cartwright, 1978; Cartwright et al., 2000] except for the
following:
[31] 1. The 21 vibrational levels for the N2 ground
electronic state were included in the set of equations
compared to the earlier study which used only the lowest
level.
[32] 2. Some chemical reactions involving excited nitro-
gen have been added:
N2 X
1Sþg 
0 0 > 11ð Þ
h i
þ O! NOþ N ½Rusanov et al:; 1981
N2 A
3Sþu
 þ O! NOþ N 2D  ½Herron; 1999
Nþ NO! N2 X1Sþg 0 0 ¼ 4ð Þ
h i
þ O ½Jenkins et al:; 1997
Oþ N2 X1Sþg 0 0ð Þ
h i
! N2 X1Sþg 0 0 
 1ð Þ
h i
þ O ½Pavlov and Namgaladze; 1988
[33] 3. VVand VT transitions (using equations by Kirillov
[1998]) have been included.
[34] 4. Photoionization, using the model of Richards et al.
[1994], with the flux at the shortest wavelengths increased
as suggested by Solomon et al. [2001]. The most significant
consequent chemical and recombination reactions (as listed
in the model of Barth [1992] and the AURIC model
[Strickland et al., 1999]) were included, allowing a calcu-
lation of the electron density. Table 1 lists those reactions
included in this study which were additional to those listed
by Barth and Strickland et al., or for which different rates
have been used.
[35] 5. Ambipolar diffusion of O+ was implemented using
equations given by Buonsanto et al. [1997]. Diffusion of
N(4S) atoms was included using the diffusion coefficient
specified by Bailey et al. [1997].
[36] If it is assumed that excitation occurs only from the
lowest vibrational level (00 = 0) of the N2 ground electronic
state, the equations for statistical equilibrium for each
vibrational level (0) of electronic state () are [Cartwright
et al., 2000]
1
 Q00
 
k0 0n
x
0 þ
X

X
i
A

i0 n

i
 !
¼
X
i;j;k
A
j
0i þ Qk0
 þX
i;j;K
CK0
 #
n0 ð1Þ
"
where
k00 ¼
Z 1
0
F Eð Þ 00 Eð Þ dE ð2Þ
is the electron impact excitation rate of vibrational level 0
in state , E is the electron energy, F(E) is the altitude-
dependent electron distribution (thermal plus the photoelec-
tron or auroral secondary electron spectrum), n0
x is the
number density of N2 molecules in the ground electronic
vibrational state, n0
 is the number density of vibrational
level 0 in electronic state , 00
 (cm2) is the rotationally
averaged electron impact excitation integral cross section
for the 0th vibrational level in electronic state , Ai0
 (s
1)
is the transition probability connecting vibrational levels i
and 0 in electronic states  and , respectively, Q0
k(s
1) is
the quenching rate of vibrational level 0 in electronic state
Table 1. Reactions Used Which Differ From the Model of Barth [1992]
Reaction Rate, cm3 molecule
1 s
1, or Description Source
N2 + es

 ! N2* + es
 full cross section used Brunger et al. [2003]
N2* ! N2 + h individual levels Gilmore et al. [1992]
N2* + N2, O2, O, NO ! N2 + N2. . . individual levels Cartwright [1978]
N2(
00) + O ! N2(00 – 1) + O 1.07  10
10exp(
69.9/Tn1/3) Pavlov and Buonsanto [1996]
NO + N(4S) ! N2(00 = 4)] + O 4.0  10
11 Jenkins et al. [1997]
O2 + es

 ! O2+ + 2 es
 full cross section used Lindsay and Mangan [2003]
O + es

 ! O+ + 2 es
 full cross section used Itikawa and Ichimura [1990]
N2 + es

 ! N2+ + 2 es
 full cross section used D. C. Cartwright (private communication, 2001)
N2 + es

 ! N(4S) + N(2D) + es
 full cross section used Cosby [1993]
N2[X
1Sg
+ (00 > 11)] + O ! NO + N 10
11 Aladjev and Kirillov [1995]
N2[A
3Su
+] + O ! NO + N(2D) 2  10
11 Kochetov et al. [1987]
N2[A
3Su
+] + O ! O(1S) + N2 2.5  10
11(Tn/298)0.55 Herron [1999]
N(2D) + O2 ! NO* + O 9.7  10
12exp(
185/Tn) Herron [1999]
N(4S) + O2 ! NO + O 1.15  10
11exp(
3503/Tn) Swaminathan et al. [1998]
NO + N(2D) ! N2 + O 6  10
11 Herron [1999]
N(2D) + O ! N(4S) + O 1.4  10
12exp(
259/Tn)/exp(
259/298) Herron [1999]
N(2D) ! N(4S) + h transition probability 2.3  10
5 s
1 Wiese et al. [1996]
O+(4S) + O2 ! O2+ + O 1.6  10
11exp(300/Tn)0.52 + 5.5  10
11exp(
6835/Tn) Pavlov [1998a]
O+(2P) ! O+(2D) + hv 0.171 s
1 Torr et al. [1979]
O+(2D) + O ! O+(4S) + O 10
10 Pavlov and Buonsanto [1998]
O+(2P) + N2 ! N2+ + O 4.8  10
10 Torr et al. [1979]
O+(2P) + O ! O+(4S) + O 5.2  10
11 Torr et al. [1979]
O+(2P) ! O+(4S) + hv 0.047 s
1 Torr et al. [1979]
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 by species k [O2, N2, O], C0
K is the loss rate of molecules
in vibrational level 0 in electronic state  by chemical
reaction K and Q00
 is the predissociation probability for the
vibrational level 0 in electronic state .
[37] For the ground state vibrational levels electron
impact deexcitation, stepwise quenching, molecular diffu-
sion and thermal transitions are also included
X
i
kx0in
x
i þ
X
K
C0K0 þ
X
i
Axxi0n
x
i þ VT 01ð Þ0nx01nx0
þ
X
i
VV
i1ð Þi
01ð Þ0n
x
i1n
x
01 þ QS0þ1nx0þ1 

@F0
@z
¼
"X
i
Axx0i þ
X
K
CxK0 þ VT0 01ð Þnx0 þ
X
i
VV
i i1ð Þ
0 01ð Þn
x
i þ QS0
#
 nx0 ð3Þ
where VT0(0+1) is the rate of VT transitions from level 
0 to
0 + 1,
P
iVV(0+1)0
(i
1)i is the rate of the vibrational exchange
where a collision between N2 molecules in levels 
0 + 1 and
i 
 1 leaves them in levels 0 and i, respectively, C00K is the
production rate of N2 in level 
0 due to chemical reaction K,
Q0
S is the rate of stepwise quenching of level 0 by O atoms
and @F0/@z is the loss rate due to molecular diffusion at
altitude z [Kolesnik, 1982].
[38] In the statistical equilibrium calculation, the conti-
nuity equations for all species were repetitively solved until
all computed densities converged to equilibrium values. An
obvious question is whether or not equilibrium is actually
achieved in the atmosphere. To resolve this, a time step
simulation was also performed, in which the change in each
species was calculated for a small time interval, with this
calculation being repeated over a large number of such
intervals. This time step simulation is not practical for the
calculation of populations of the excited states of N2
because the wide range of radiative transition probabilities
would require a prohibitively large number of small time
intervals. However, time step simulation can be used to
predict the populations of the ground state vibrational levels
because the radiative transition probabilities are very small
(i.e., quadrapole). Hence time step calculations were per-
formed for all processes (ionization, chemical reactions and
transitions between ground state vibrational levels) except
those between the excited states, for which the populations
are imported from the statistical equilibrium calculation.
[39] The equilibrium calculation was run for noon or
midnight at longitude 0, latitude 60 for 21 June 2001,
chosen to give atmospheric conditions at solar maximum.
For daytime the time step calculation was run with 0.1-s
steps for a 6-hour interval ending at noon with the aurora (if
included) applied for the last 6 min. At night the initial O+
and electron densities were set to the value of the electron
density at midnight from the International Reference Iono-
sphere (IRI) empirical model [Bilitza, 2001] and a 6-min
aurora then applied. Calculations were performed simulta-
neously at 48 heights at 10-km intervals in the altitude range
130–600 km, to allow molecular diffusion and ambipolar
diffusion to be calculated.
[40] The calculation of the gain 
@F0/@z due to molec-
ular diffusion requires a boundary condition at the top and
bottom heights. Diffusive equilibrium was assumed at the
upper height, by setting the flux F0 = 0. At the lower height
the value was determined by extrapolation from the two
heights above the boundary.
Figure 2. Model electron spectra for 130, 200, 280 and 350 km used in this study for different electron
environments. (a) Daytime plus aurora; (b) aurora at night; (c) daytime + aurora, night aurora, daytime,
and night thermal, all at 130 km and for an IBC III+ aurora; (d) daytime + aurora, night aurora, daytime,
and night thermal, all at 350 km and for an IBC III+ aurora.
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3.2. Electron Energy Distributions for the Normal
and Disturbed Thermosphere
[41] In order to obtain realistic predictions for the volume
production of vibrationally excited N2 in the thermosphere
produced by electron impact, it is necessary to have realistic
descriptions of the altitude distributions for thermal, photo-
electron, and auroral electrons. In this study, we used the
following electron distributions (see Figure 2 and text
below) for these three different environments.
3.2.1. Thermal Electrons
[42] A Maxwellian electron distribution initially charac-
terized by an electron temperature and density from the
International Reference Ionosphere [Bilitza, 2001; IRI,
2004, http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/space/model], with the
electron density then recalculated as part of the model by
assuming that the density is equal to the density of positive
ions produced by ionization. The ionization rates are calcu-
lated by multiplying the photoelectron and auroral distribu-
tions described below by cross sections for the ionization of
O, N2, and O2. The calculation of the higher electron
temperature produced by the aurora is described below.
3.2.2. Photoelectrons
[43] The photoelectron distribution reported by Strickland
et al. [1999] and D. J. Strickland (private communication,
2002) for medium solar activity at a solar zenith angle of 0.
This was scaled to solar maximum and other zenith angles
by the ratio of the photoionization rate for these conditions
to the value given by calculating the photoionization rate for
the conditions specified by Strickland.
3.2.3. Auroral Electrons
[44] The electron spectra measured by Feldman and
Doering [1975], approximately constant for the altitude
range 120–162 km, and that measured by Lummerzheim
et al. [1989] for 340 km were used as reference electron
spectra for determining the electron spectrum used in this
study. These two sets of measurements, although at different
altitudes, appear to have been performed for about the same
strength aurora because both studies reported a 557.7 nm
intensity of 40 kR, corresponding to a medium strength
[IBC II+] aurora. For the spectrum measured by Feldman
and Doering, no simultaneous measurement of the primary
energy flux was made but it was estimated to vary over the
range 1 to 27 ergs cm
2 s
1. For the spectrum at 340 km,
Lummerzheim et al. [1989] measured an energy flux of
27 ergs cm
2 s
1 with a characteristic energy of 3.1 keV. In
our study the shape of the distribution was taken from the
model of Lummerzheim and Lilensten [1994], with their
values scaled ( 27) to roughly match the total energy in
the model spectrum to the specific measurements above.
Our distributions for 130 km and 350 km were set to those
of Lummerzheim and Lilensten [1994] at 150 km and 300 km,
respectively, both multiplied by a factor of 27. The distri-
bution for 130 km was extended below 1eV using the shape
of the low-energy spectrum measured by Sharp and Hays
[1974]. The assumed secondary electron distributions at
other heights were then obtained by interpolation between
the values at 130 km and 350 km, using
Fh ¼ F130 þ Eh 
 E130
E350 
 E130 F350
F130ð Þ where Eh
0 ¼ 1
 e
0:027 h0
60ð Þ
ð4Þ
where Fh is the flux at height h (km). Above 350 km the
flux was determined by a logarithmic fit to the spectrum at
Figure 3. Electron density and temperature, at the end of the time step calculation, as a function for
altitude for four different electron environments: (curve with triangles) daytime (density only); (dashed
curve with squares) IBC II+ aurora at night; (dashed curve with open circles) IBC III+ aurora at night;
(dashed curve with diamonds) daytime plus IBC III+ aurora. The temperatures and densities from the IRI
for daytime (dot-dashed curve) and nighttime (dashed curve) and the auroral temperature calculated by
Rees and Walker [Vallance Jones, 1974] (solid curve) are also shown.
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350 km and 27 the calculated spectrum at 500 km of
Lummerzheim and Lilensten.
[45] Figure 2 illustrates the daytime plus aurora (Fig-
ure 2a) and nighttime aurora (Figure 2b) model electron
spectra used in this study, for altitudes of 130, 200, 280 and
350 km. The purpose of Figures 2a and 2b is to show the large
differences in the low-energy portions of the electron
distributions for the (relatively) electron-rich (Figure 2a)
and electron-poor (Figure 2b) environments. Also shown
in Figure 2 are the model electron spectra at 130 km
(Figure 2c) and 350 km (Figure 2d), both for an IBC III+
aurora, depicting the daytime plus aurora, nighttime
aurora, daytime and nighttime thermal electron distribu-
tions. Note that the thermal distribution in all cases is that
for the electron density and temperature from the IRI,
without the subsequent changes predicted due to the
aurora. The purpose of Figures 2c and 2d is to illustrate
how each electron distribution differs at the lowest and
highest altitudes used in this study. Ignoring the effect of
the thermal electrons, Figure 2 shows that the electron
spectrum at 350 km has a relatively greater abundance of
high-energy electrons while that at 130 km has a greater
abundance of ‘‘low’’-energy (2–10 eV) electrons, as
anticipated [see, e.g., Lummerzheim and Lilensten, 1994].
[46] As expected, the predicted vibrational distributions
of N2 are sensitive to both the detailed shape of the electron
spectrum and to the strength of the aurora. Because a goal in
this study was to determine the vibrational population
distribution in N2 as a function of altitude, care was taken
to determine electron spectra which are representative at
each altitude for a characteristic energy of 3.1 keVat the top
of the atmosphere. In these calculations, the model electron
spectrum at any altitude for an IBC Class III+ aurora was
obtained simply by multiplying the appropriate electron
spectra for the IBC Class II+ aurora by a factor of 10.
[47] The aurora causes an increase in the density of ions
and balancing thermal electrons. The electron density cal-
culated from the auroral flux is much smaller than required,
thus there must be a low-energy tail of the secondary
electron spectrum which is not available from the models
or measurements described above. Also, as the electron
temperature is dependent on excitation and deexcitation of
molecular nitrogen, it needs to be determined as part of the
detailed calculation. The temperature of the thermal elec-
trons is calculated here by assuming that the energy flow
rate into the thermal electrons is a fixed fraction of the
ionization energy rate and that it is equal to the sum of the
various electron cooling rates. These include the energy
input rate (for excitation less deexcitation) from the thermal
electrons into the vibrational levels of nitrogen, excitation of
O(1D) and O(1S) (using cross sections of Majeed and
Strickland [1997]), ion cooling [Schunk and Nagy, 1978],
and excitation of the fine structure levels of O atoms (using
collision strengths of Bell et al. [1998] and Berrington
[1988], converted to cross sections as explained by Pavlov
and Berrington [1999]). The thermal electron temperature is
calculated by finding the value that makes these rates equal.
The fraction of the energy input rate into the thermal
electrons, relative to the ionization energy rate, was deter-
mined by adjusting the fraction until the calculated temper-
ature was equal to that given in a previous work [Vallance
Jones, 1974]. It was found that a fraction of 0.45 led to a
calculated thermal electron temperature of 3500 K at
300 km about 1 min after the onset of an IBC III+
aurora, matching the value determined by Rees and
Walker. [Vallance Jones, 1974]. The electron temperature
Figure 4. Fractional contributions, by direct excitation and by radiative cascade from the A and a states,
(left) to the total vibrational population of N2 under daytime and (right) IBC II
+ auroral environments, for
altitudes of 130, 200, and 350 km.
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for the aurora in daytime is calculated to equate the
energy rates as specified above, but with the nonauroral
input added (As the daytime electron temperature is taken
from the IRI model, the nonauroral energy input rate into
N2* can be determined directly.). At higher altitudes most
of excess energy from ionization events will be transported
downward by secondary electrons, so the temperature was
not recalculated at altitudes above 350 km.
[48] The electron densities and temperatures calculated
for four different environments (IBC II+ and IBC III+ at
night, and daytime plus IBC III+) at the conclusion of the
time step calculation are shown in Figure 3. The daytime
density is consistent with the IRI, but the density is
somewhat less (15%) in the region of peak density. This
difference might be due to an overestimation of the effect of
N2* (to be discussed later), but may also be due to the
cumulative effects in the calculation of inconsistencies
between the atmospheric densities and temperatures deter-
mined from the MSIS and IRI models, respectively.
[49] The predicted temperature for the IBC III+ nighttime
aurora is slightly lower at 300 km than the value of 3500 K
of Rees and Walker that was used in calibration. This is
because, after 6 min, the electrons produced earlier have
been cooled by excitation of N2 so that ‘‘new’’ electrons
being produced are being mixed with cooler electrons.
[50] The comparison for an IBC II+ and IBC III+ at night
in Figure 3 shows that the electron temperature increases
with auroral strength. As the auroral strength is scaled by
multiplying the secondary electron spectrum by a constant,
the energy input rate into the thermal electrons is scaled by
the same factor and so the temperature might be expected to
be independent of auroral strength. However, as the popu-
lation of N2* builds up, the rate of electron cooling is
reduced and the rate of deexcitation is increased. Thus the
higher electron temperature for the IBC III+ aurora is an
indicator of the role of N2*.
4. Production of Vibrationally Excited N2 in the
Thermosphere
4.1. Relative Importance of Direct and Indirect
Production of N2*
[51] Figure 4 shows our predicted fractional contributions
to the total vibrational population of N2 by (1) direct
excitation and (2) radiative cascade from the A3Su
+ state
and non-Rydberg singlet states, for altitudes of 130, 200 and
350 km and for daytime and aurora IBC II+ conditions.
Figure 4 illustrates the following general characteristics:
[52] 1. Except for aurora at 130 km, radiative cascade
population of the N2[X] state is predicted to be >10% for
00 > 4, >20% for 00 > 5, and >50% for 00 > 9. Collisional
Figure 5. (left) Absolute direct, radiative cascade, and total population rates, as a function of vibrational
quantum number, for daytime only and daytime plus an IBC II+ aurora, all at 130 km. Shown are the
individual contributions by direct and cascade mechanisms and the total rate. For comparison, the thermal
population rate for night at 130 km is shown in the lower left. (middle) Same as Figure 5 (left) except for
200 and 280 km and that only the total population rates are shown. (right) Same as Figure 5 (left) except
for an altitude of 350 km.
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deactivation of the excited states is responsible for 130 km
being different from the other altitudes.
[53] 2. Radiative cascade population from higher elec-
tronic states is responsible for 100% of the X state popu-
lation for levels >10 because the direct excitation cross
sections are effectively zero.
[54] 3. In the daytime, cascade population from the A
state is comparable to that from the a state (see Figure 1) for
00 < 5 but is substantially greater for 00 > 7.
[55] 4. In the aurora, cascade population from the A state
is greater than that from the a state for levels 00 > 4, except
at 130 km where the transition takes place at 00 = 10.
4.2. Vibrational Populations, Effective Vibrational
Temperatures, and Quanta
[56] Figure 5 shows the predicted [direct, radiative
cascade, and total] absolute population rates by electron
impact of the vibrational levels of N2, as a function of the
vibrational quantum number, for four selected altitudes.
Figure 5 (left) shows the direct and cascade excitation rates
separately for daytime and daytime plus aurora (IBC II+) at
an altitude of 130 km. Figure 5 (right) the same detail at
350 km. Figure 5 (middle) shows only the total popula-
tion rates at 200 and 280 km for the daytime and daytime
plus aurora (IBC II+). The purpose of Figure 5 is to show
clearly both the magnitude of the vibrational distribution
and the relative contributions by direct and cascade
population mechanisms, as a function of both the altitude
and the electron environment. Note that the decreasing N2
number density with altitude has been incorporated.
[57] Figures 6 and 7 provide detail as to the character of
the predicted vibrational distributions produced by electron
impact. Figure 6 shows the predicted absolute and relative
vibrational distributions, and ‘‘effective’’ vibrational tem-
peratures, for N2 excited in an environment characterized by
the daytime plus a 6-min IBC III+ aurora, for altitudes of
130, 200, 280, and 350 km. Figure 7 shows the same
quantities for a 6-min IBC III+ strength aurora at night.
Figures 6 (left) and 7 (left) show the predicted absolute
number densities, and for comparison purposes, the Boltz-
mann distribution at 350 km is also shown. Figures 6
(middle) and 7 (middle) show the relative number densities
for the same data as shown in Figures 6 (left) and 7 (left)
and, again for comparison purposes, the relative Boltzmann
population associated with 130 km. The drop in population
at 00 = 11 at 130 km is due to the absence of excitation cross
sections for 00 > 10 and the further drop at 00 = 12 is due to
the reaction N2[X
1Sg
+ (00 > 11)] + O ! NO + N.
[58] From inspection of Figures 6 (middle) and 7 (middle),
one can recognize the following qualitative characteristics
Figure 6. (left) Predicted absolute density of N2[X(
00)], as a function of the vibrational quantum
number (00) and four different altitudes, for the daytime plus a 6-min aurora (IBC III+). For purposes of
comparison, the Boltzmann population at 350 km is also shown. (middle) Relative vibrational
distributions (to that at 00 = 0) for each of the four altitudes, as a function of the vibrational quantum
number. For purposes of comparison, the Boltzmann population of N2 appropriate for an altitude of
130 km is also shown. (right) Electron temperature and the effective vibrational temperatures of the N2
vibrational distribution as a function of altitude and for selected ranges of vibrational levels of the X state.
The 0–2 vibrational temperature for daytime only is also shown (‘‘day 0–2’’).
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of the vibrational distributions predicted by our model:
(1) because the relative populations for 00 = 1 and 2 in
daytime plus IBC III+ aurora increase with altitude, the
‘‘effective’’ vibrational temperature for levels 00 = 0, 1
and 2 increases with increasing altitude, and (2) the ‘‘effec-
tive’’ vibrational temperature for levels 00 > 4 is greater than
that for levels 00  4 and approximately the same at all
altitudes for levels 00 > 11, with and without the aurora.
[59] These qualitative conclusions are made quantitative
in Figures 6 (right) and 7 (right), for their respective
environments, in which the ‘‘effective’’ vibrational temper-
atures, as extracted from the vibrational distribution curves,
are plotted as a function of altitude. In Figures 6 and 7, the
calculated electron temperature is shown by diamonds.
[60] For levels 0–2, the vibrational temperatures for the
daytime without aurora are also plotted in Figure 6. These
are almost constant above 300 km due to molecular diffu-
sion. In the aurora-only case, the vibrational temperature of
the 0–2 levels is enhanced at lower altitudes, but decreases
with height above 150 km, because, at the lower atmo-
spheric densities, N2* does not reach an equilibrium during
the limited duration of the aurora. Above 200 km the 0–2
curve for daytime plus aurora can be seen to be similar to
the sum of the auroral temperatures with the daytime-only
curve.
[61] For levels 2–4 the vibrational temperatures are seen
to exceed the electron temperature. This can occur because
they are being excited by higher-energy electrons in the
secondary electron spectrum which have a higher effective
temperature than the thermal electrons.
[62] The general conclusions from the results shown in
Figures 6 and 7 are that the predicted vibrational distribu-
tions extend to higher vibrational levels than previously
included in calculations and that the vibrational temper-
atures for levels above 00 = 4 have higher ‘‘effective’’
temperatures than the vibrational temperature determined by
considering all the levels.
[63] The following key characteristics of the vibrational
distributions predicted by our model and illustrated in
Figures 6 and 7 are worth summarizing at this point.
[64] 1. At all altitudes, the ‘‘effective’’ temperature for
levels >11 is essentially the same, for any environment, with
a value between 12,000 and 13,000 K depending on the
altitude. This is a direct result of the fact that these levels are
populated by cascade from the A state so that the relative
shape of the vibrational distribution for these levels will
always be about the same, because the appropriate Franck-
Condon factors connecting the A and X states are indepen-
dent of the details of the electron source. The magnitude of
the vibrational distribution will, of course, depend on the
Figure 7. (left) Predicted absolute density of N2[X(
00)], as a function of the vibrational quantum
number (00) and four different altitudes, for a 6-min aurora (IBC III+) at night. For purposes of
comparison, the Boltzmann population at 350 km is also shown. (middle) Relative vibrational
distributions (to that at 00 = 0) for each of the four altitudes, as a function of the vibrational quantum
number. For purposes of comparison, the Boltzmann population of N2 appropriate for an altitude of 130 km
is also shown. (right) Electron temperature and the effective vibrational temperatures of the N2 vibrational
distribution as a function of altitude and for selected ranges of vibrational levels of the X state. For
comparison the IRI neutral temperature for nighttime without an aurora is also shown (‘‘T neutral’’).
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details of the electron source but not the ‘‘effective’’
temperature because that depends only on the shape of the
electron spectrum.
[65] 2. The ‘‘effective’’ temperature for the intermediate
region of vibrational levels, 00 = 5–10, is apparently
sensitive to the details of the total secondary electron
distribution and the time for which it is applied, as indicated
by the variation in the associated effective temperature
shown in Figures 6 (right) and 7 (right).
[66] 3. The ‘‘effective’’ vibrational temperature for levels
00 > 4 is predicted to be in the range 4000–13000 K,
depending on the altitude and environment. This result is
generally greater than previously estimated and has the
consequences discussed below.
[67] 4. As will also be shown below, the important
quantity for determining the enhancement of O+ charge
transfer with vibrationally excited N2 is the magnitude of
the vibrational population for levels 00 > 2 relative to that at
00 = 0 or 1. As Figures 6 (middle) and 7 (middle) show, this
quantity increases with increasing altitude for any particular
environment, which suggests that the charge transfer rate
should increase with increasing altitude, as is also described
later.
[68] We note that Vlasov and Smirnova [1995a] examined
the deviation of the calculated vibrational distribution from
a Boltzmann distribution with altitude and solar activity, for
daytime at middle latitudes. They reached the conclusion
that the deviation from a Boltzmann distribution for the N2
vibrational levels decreased with increasing altitude. They
attributed this decrease to decreasing production, and in-
creasing diffusion, associated with increasing altitude. The
same conclusion can be drawn for an auroral case, at night
or in daytime, from Figures 6 and 7, which show that the
deviation from a straight line decreases with altitude.
[69] Schunk and Hays [1971] predicted that the higher
vibrational temperatures due to aurora lead to an increased
rate for the reaction O+ + N2 ! NO+ + N, and the results
shown in our Figures 6 and 7 support this finding. In
addition, Richards et al. [1986] predicted that enhanced
vibrational excitation leads to a reduction in the cooling rate
of thermal electrons and so to higher electron temperatures.
Before discussing the consequences of an enhanced vibra-
Figure 8. Relative (to 00 = 1) vibrational population (direct excitation and cascade excitation) rates to
the N2 ground state produced by an IBC II
+ aurora at (left) 130 km and (right) 200 km. The present
results are shown by direct excitation (curve with squares) and cascade excitation contribution (curve
with circles). Also shown in Figure 8 (left) are the direct and cascade predictions for 120 and 150 km
from Aladjev and Kirillov [1995] and in Figure 8 (right) for 200 km.
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tional population, we first compare our predicted popula-
tions with comparable results previously reported for vari-
ous mechanisms by which an enhanced vibrational
population might be produced.
[70] Figure 8 compares the relative (to 00 = 1) contribu-
tions of direct and cascade population rates to the vibra-
tional levels of the X state predicted by our model at
altitudes of 130 and 200 km, as a function of the vibrational
quantum number, with predictions from Aladjev and Kirillov
[1995] for altitudes of 120, 150, and 200 km. In an effort to
determine the conditions under which enhanced concentra-
tions of NO might be formed in aurora, Aladjev and Kirillov
[1995] examined the relative importance of collisions of
O(1D) with N2 and O2 and kinetic-to-vibration [TV], elastic
vibration-to-vibration [VV], and vibrational excitation/
deexcitation [VV0] energy transfer processes among the
atmospheric species, in addition to electron impact processes.
However, for their electron impact spectrum they used a
Maxwellian distribution, rather than a detailed auroral spec-
trum which has substantial flux at higher energies. This
reduces, relative to the present results, the contribution to
higher vibrational levels, and particularly to the excited states.
As expected, their results are quantitatively different to ours
(see Figure 8), but nevertheless, Aladjev and Kirillov [1995]
reached the same conclusion asRichards et al. [1986] and this
study in that cascade from the A state is the most
probable mechanism for populating high vibrational levels
of the X state.
[71] Figure 9 shows the predicted absolute net production
rate of vibrational quanta, as a function of altitude, produced
by direct, cascade, and total excitation for daytime and
daytime plus auroral (IBC III+) environments. The purpose
of Figure 9 is to compare our predictions with those by
Richards and Torr [1986] and by Richards et al. [1986],
who reported the production of vibrational quanta associated
with solar minimum and maximum conditions. Our predic-
tions for cascade production are very similar to those for the
same conditions (noon and midsummer, although at a
different latitude) [Richards and Torr, 1986], except at
130 km, suggesting that our model includes greater quench-
ing rates, while our predictions for direct excitation are
substantially lower in the altitude range 150–290 km. This
appears to be because the electron densities calculated by
Richards and Torr (not given, but assumed to be larger than
their plotted O+ densities) are higher than the IRI values.
These explanations for the discrepancies are confirmed by
applying our model, simulating their calculation by exclud-
ing A3Su
+ collisional and chemical loss processes and fixing
the O+ densities and electron temperatures given by
Richards and Torr. The electron density is calculated as
the sum of their given O+ densities and the densities of the
other positive ions which we calculate due to ionization. In
Figure 9. Net production rate of vibrational quanta, as a function of altitude, by (left) cascade from
higher electronic states, (middle) direct electron excitation, and (right) the sum of both mechanisms, for
daytime only (curve with solid circles) and for daytime plus an IBC III+ aurora (curve with squares).
Results for solar maximum (S max) conditions from Richards and Torr [1986] (RT86), and for solar
minimum (S min) and solar maximum from Richards et al. [1986] (RTAx) are also shown, and the rates
calculated for the conditions of Richards and Torr [1986] (RT86 sim) without N2 excited state loss
processes and using their calculated electron temperatures and O+ densities (curve with open circles).
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this case the agreement is very good up to 300 km. Overall,
our predictions for daytime are in agreement with those
from Richards and Torr, except for the calculated electron
density. Hence the more elaborate model incorporated in
this study substantiates the conclusions drawn by these
previous studies.
[72] As would be expected, we predict a much greater
production of quanta for an IBC III+ aurora than for
daytime. However, because of the higher electron density
and temperature also produced by the aurora, the cascade
contribution to production of vibrational quanta is quite
small at all altitudes relative to direct electron excitation.
5. Role of Vibrationally Excited N2 in the
Thermosphere
5.1. Enhancement Factors for O+ Charge Exchange
[73] The chemical reaction
Oþ þ N2 ! NOþ þ NðR1Þ
has been known to be important in determining the electron
density in the ionosphere for many years, because diatomic
molecular positive ions generally have electron recombina-
tion rates which are faster than those for atomic ions. The
laboratory discovery [Schmeltekopf et al., 1967, 1968] that
the rate constant for reaction (R1) is strongly dependent on
the degree of vibrational excitation of the N2 molecule
stimulated research on both the reaction itself and its
consequences in the earth’s ionosphere. The dependence of
reaction (R1) on both the vibrational energy in N2 and the
relative kinetic energy of the O+ and N2 species has been
studied experimentally [Lindinger et al., 1974; Albritton et
al., 1977; Hierl et al., 1997], from a theoretical collision
physics perspective [O’Malley, 1970; Van Zandt and
O’Malley, 1973], and for particularly nonthermal conditions
in the thermosphere [St.-Maurice and Torr, 1978; St.-
Maurice and Laneville, 1998]. In a simulation, Newton et
al. [1974] found that deviations from the Boltzmann
distribution for the N2 vibrational population can produce
an enhancement of reaction (R1) by a factor of 4 in the F2
region. In their review of the formation of ionization troughs
in the ionosphere, Rodger et al. [1992] characterized the
general role of reaction (R1), and the analogous reaction
with O2, as the major electron loss processes in the F layer.
[74] We use the N2 vibrational distributions described
previously to estimate the enhancement of reaction (R1) due
to the presence of our predicted vibrational distribution and
its associated greater characteristic temperature than that of
the local neutral temperature. A convenient way to charac-
terize the enhancement of reaction (R1) is in terms of the
‘‘reaction rate enhancement factor’’, apparently first used by
Richards and Torr [1986] and employed by many studies
since then. This parameter is defined as
f ¼ k0n0 þ k1n1 þ k2n2 þ . . .½ = k0n0ð Þ; ð5Þ
where ni is the density of vibrational level i and ki is the
associated rate constant for reaction (R1) for vibrational
level i. The rate constants for reaction (R1) when the N2
molecule is in vibrational level i, also a function of the
translational (kinetic) temperature (Ttr) of the species in
reaction (R1), were obtained directly from the work of Van
Zandt and O’Malley [1973], as follows. Using the
semiempirical model of O’Malley [1970], Van Zandt and
O’Malley [1973] reported coefficients for the rate constant
for reaction (R1), for vibrational levels 0 through 8, which
reproduce the experimental results for Ttr = 300 K to 0.3%
and all the experimental data available at that time to within
3% for Ttr < 7000 K. That rate constant is shown in Figure 10,
as a function of the vibrational quantum number, for
translational temperatures from 1000 to 3000 K. The first
conclusion to be drawn from Figure 10 is that the rate
constant for reaction (R1) is a weak function of the
translational temperature relative to that demonstrated for
the dependence on the first four N2 vibrational quantum
numbers [00]. The second conclusion is that since the
‘‘reaction rate enhancement factor’’ is defined as the rate for
reaction (R1) for excited vibrational levels [00 > 0] relative
to that rate for 00 = 0, and the rate constant increases by a
factor of 1000 from 00 = 0 to 00 = 4, it is immediately
obvious that any appreciable vibrational population in levels
00 > 1 will have a dramatically faster rate than that in 00 = 0.
[75] A second (fortuitous) characteristic of the rate con-
stant for reaction (R1) shown in Figure 10 is that predicted
values from Van Zandt and O’Malley [1973] demonstrate
virtually identical ‘‘damped’’ oscillations for 00 > 4 for all
translational energies in the range shown in Figure 10. This
behavior suggests that a reasonably accurate rate constant
Figure 10. Rate constant [cm3 s
1] for the O+ + N2* !
NO+ + N charge exchange reaction, as a function of the
vibrational quantum number and parametric on the transla-
tional temperature, extracted from the work of Van Zandt
and O’Malley [1973] (left). For 00  9, an extrapolated
constant value (dot-dashed) was assumed. The equivalent
rate constants for the 00 = 0 value of St.-Maurice and Torr
[1978] multiplied by the rate coefficients of Schmeltekopf et
al. [1968] are shown on the right, with a similar indication
of extrapolation for 00  7.
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for 00 = 8–21 is represented by the average value of the rate
constants for 00 = 7 and 00 = 8. That extrapolation, for Ttr =
1200 K, is shown in Figure 10 by dots. For the results
reported here, a rate constant of 1.2978  10
10 cm3 s
1 for
levels 00 = 9–21, corresponding to a translational temper-
ature of 1200 K, was used. For completeness, it is noted that
the rate constant values for 00 in the 8–21 range obtained
by the above extrapolation method for different Ttr values in
the range 1000–2000 K vary by less than 3% from a rate
constant of 1.2978  10
10 cm3 s
1.
[76] In calculating the midday electron density it was
found that if the vibrational enhancement of reaction R1
was not included, the density is too high. However,
including vibrational enhancement with the rate constants
of Van Zandt and O’Malley resulted in a density much
lower than the IRI at the peak. Therefore the higher k0
rate of St.-Maurice and Torr [1978] and the lower
values of the enhancement using the rate coefficients
of Schmeltekopf et al. [1968] were used. These rates are
also plotted in Figure 10, where it can be seen that the
difference between k0 and the higher levels is consider-
ably less, leading to a smaller enhancement factor. These
smaller enhancement coefficients were used to calculate
the electron density shown in Figure 3, which is still a
little below the IRI at the peak, but closer than found
using the rate constants of Van Zandt and O’Malley.
Thus the rate constant of St. Maurice and Torr, com-
bined with the rate coefficients of Smeltekopf et al.,
have been used for all calculations presented here. This
is consistent with a conclusion of Pavlov [1998a].
5.2. Enhancement Factors in the Atmosphere
[77] Using the constants shown on the right of Figure 10
for the dependence of the rate constant for reaction (R1) on
the vibrational quantum number, and the predicted vibra-
tional distributions shown in Figures 6 and 7, the running
sum defined by the quantity
Sr 
0 0ð Þ ¼
X0 0
j¼0
kjnj=k0n0 ð6Þ
is shown in Figure 11, as a function of the vibrational
quantum number 00. The reason for showing the results
obtained by using equation (6) is that those vibrational
levels in N2 which have the greatest effect on the rate
enhancement factor for reaction (R1) can be clearly seen
from Figure 11. That is, Figure 11 shows that the population
in vibrational levels 00 = 1–10 determines the reaction rate
enhancement factor defined in equation (5) and, as might be
guessed based on the quantum number dependence of the
reaction rate for (R1) shown in Figure 10, the greatest effect
comes from the first 4 excited vibrational levels. Our model
predicts that the enhancement factor increases with the
increased ‘‘effective’’ temperature produced by the more
energetic electron environments. As the cascade contribu-
tion from the excited states, relative to direct excitation, is
significant only at levels above 4 (see Figure 4), Figure 11
also shows that the cascade contribution to the enhancement
factor is small compared to direct excitation.
Figure 11. An example of the running sum of the
predicted enhancement factor, as a function of the N2 X
state vibrational quantum number, for the daytime, an IBC
III+ nighttime aurora, and for the daytime and aurora (IBC
II+ and IBC III+) together, all for the altitude of 350 km.
Figure 12. Predicted enhancement factor of the O+ charge
exchange reaction with N2* as a function of altitude, for
normal daytime, and for 6-min IBC II+ and III+ aurorae, at
night and in daytime. Shown for comparison are enhance-
ment factors predicted for low and high solar activity (V &
S) [Vlasov and Smirnova, 1995b] and for solar maximum
[Richards and Torr, 1986].
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[78] The enhancement factor of N2* is plotted in Figure 12,
as a function of the altitude and for different environments.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results
shown in Figure 12. The electron excitation mechanism for
producing vibrationally excited N2, predicts that the asso-
ciated rate enhancement factor for reaction (R1) (1) increases
with altitude for any of the electron environments up to a
maximum and then declines, with a maximum at a height
that increases with auroral strength, (2) increases with
auroral strength, and (3) increases with auroral strength in
daytime. These results follow directly from the electron
impact model used here in that any increase in the number
and/or average energy of the electrons is predicted to result
in an increased population of the higher [i.e., 00 > 1]
vibrational levels of N2 and hence an enhancement in
reaction (R1).
[79] Also shown in Figure 12 are enhancement factors
calculated by other authors. The enhancement factor of
Richards and Torr [1986] is determined using the same
enhancement coefficients as used in this work. At lower
altitudes the current predictions for daytime are lower than
those of Richards and Torr but agree at higher altitudes. The
predicted enhancement factors for an anharmonic oscillator
model of nitrogen, for both high and low solar activity, are
similarly higher than the current values at low altitiudes.
The discrepancy may arise from the use here of more recent
photoionization models, VV rates, chemical reaction rates
and electron cross sections.
6. Conclusions
[80] A statistical equilibrium model for calculating the
excited state and ground electronic state vibrational popu-
lations of molecular nitrogen produced by electron impact
has been improved by incorporating the most recent elec-
tron impact excitation cross sections for molecular nitrogen.
This model has also been extended to include VT and VV
thermal interactions and a model of atmospheric processes
in order to take account of chemical reactions involved in
the production and loss of vibrationally excited nitrogen.
Molecular and ambipolar diffusion is also included. A
detailed auroral electron spectrum has been assembled from
various models and measurements and a method to calculate
the increase in the thermal electron temperature during
auroral excitation has been implemented.
[81] A time step version of the statistical equilibrium
model was also developed in this study to allow the
calculation to be performed in circumstances where the
atmospheric constituents do not reach equilibrium, such as
in a limited duration aurora and below the altitudes where
diffusion dominates.
[82] Results from our study show that in the ionosphere
and polar thermosphere:
[83] 1. Direct electron impact excitation from N2[X(
00 =
0)], plus chemical reactions and thermal transitions, largely
determines the population of the lowest few (i.e., 00 < 5)
excited vibrational levels in the N2[X] state,
[84] 2. Electron impact excitation of higher N2 electronic
states, followed by cascade back down into the ground
electronic state, largely determines the population of the
higher (i.e., 00  5) vibrational levels,
[85] 3. The effective ground state vibrational temperature
for levels greater than 00 > 4 in N2 is predicted to be in the
range 4000–13000 K for altitudes greater than 200 km.
[86] Calculations of relative population rates are com-
pared with those of a previous study for an auroral envi-
ronment that used a Maxwellian distribution for the electron
spectrum. The current study gives very different results,
with much higher contributions at higher vibrational levels
for both the ground and excited states, presumably due to
the use here of a detailed auroral electron spectrum, which
has significant flux at higher electron energies where the
Maxwellian distribution is negligible.
[87] In contrast, a comparison with a previous study of
the net production of vibrational quanta in daytime shows
substantial agreement, particularly when the input parame-
ters of our model are set to match the previous study as
closely as possible. This highlights the importance of using
a detailed electron spectrum rather than a Maxwellian
distribution. It also suggests that in the calculation of
vibrational quanta the inclusion of detailed cascade calcu-
lations and new electron impact cross sections has only
made a small difference to the overall result.
[88] The ability to reproduce previous results for daytime
with the present model appears to be inconsistent with the
extended vibrational population and higher vibrational tem-
peratures predicted by the current model. However, produc-
tion rates of vibrational quanta are not particularly sensitive
to the higher levels as the excitation rate is weighted by just
the quantum number. The reaction rate with vibrationally
excited N2 with O
+ is much more sensitive to the population
of the higher levels because the reaction rate for these is
much greater than for levels 0 or 1.
[89] The implication of the extended vibrational popula-
tion for the reaction rate between O+ and vibrationally
excited N2 was investigated, by calculation of a previously
defined enhancement factor. The increases for the atmo-
sphere found in this study are similar to ratios reported in
previous work, but substantially smaller at lower altitudes
for normal daytime. It was found that the enhancement of
the reaction increases with both altitude and auroral activity,
up to a maximum at a height which increases with auroral
strength.
[90] Although the detailed calculation of the cascade
between and from excited states into the vibrational levels
of the ground state of N2 produces an extended vibrational
population compared to previous calculations, it does not
make a significant difference in the estimates of the pro-
duction of vibrational quanta or of the enhancement factor
in the aurora, as both of these are dominated by ground state
levels 00 < 5, to which the cascade contribution is relatively
small.
[91] The production or loss of nitric oxide is involved in
several of the reactions involving vibrationally excited
nitrogen. As previously noted in our introduction, applica-
tion of the current model to the prediction of nitric oxide
density will be addressed by L. Campbell et al. (manuscript
in preparation, 2006).
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